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Abstract

• Top Yukawa yt, at O(1), is the strongest
interaction of the Higgs boson in SM and hence
the most sensitive to BSM physics.
• Current measurements are at EW scale, Q ~ vEW,
and BSM effects scale as (Q/Ʌ)n>0, Ʌ= NP scale.

Higgs-top coupling form factor

Results - Form Factor

• Many well motivated scenarios consider the top quark and Higgs as
composite particles arising from strongly interacting new dynamics
at a scale Ʌ.
• In such scenarios top Yukawa has momentum-dependent formfactor rather than a point-like interaction.
• Motivated by nucleon form-factor we adopt the ansatz

• NP effects can be enhanced by exploring top
Yukawa at high scales.
• In this work we directly probe Higgs-top
coupling at high scales using on-shell Higgs
production with high pT,h.
• We look at the pp -> tth channel, where at high
scales we can simultaneously enhance NP effects
and suppress backgrounds.
• Sensitivity to new physics is parametrized in

where n=2 is the dipole form factor corresponding to an exponential
spatial distribution.

Event Analysis using Jet Substructure

• Our signal is pp ->tth with the h -> bb, and top-quark pair decaying
leptonically. Final state is 4 b-tagged jets and 2 opp. sign leptons.

• Using jet sub structure techniques we can suppress the rates for our
leading backgrounds ttbb and ttZ(ll).

terms of the EFT framework, and a non-local
Higgs-top coupling form-factor.

EFT Operators

We focus on two dim = 6 operators that
contribute to the process:

which simply rescales the SM top Yukawa
coupling and

the chromo-dipole moment which modifies the
gtt vertx and introduces new vertices ggtt, gtth,
and ggtth.
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Results - EFT

Conclusions

Combining jet substructure techniques to
reduce backgrounds and focussing on high
scales to enhance NP effects we are able to
place competitive bounds on the scale of NP for
both the scenarios we consider.

